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A Prime Minister and his Mission
At a crucial period in Turkey s history

a self effacing quiet spoken professor of inter
national law heads a unique non partisan go
vernment with a mission to make Turkey safe
for democracy Last March after a timely in
tervention by the High Command of the Turkish
armed forces had saved the country from civil war
and prevented a Communist take over the Pre
sident of the Republic called the sixty year old
Professor Nihat Erim to form an above par
ties reform government His mission would be
to put an end to terrorism establish law and
order and undertake reforms in all fields A
year later Professor Erim seems to be appro
aching the goals of his mission which he sum
marizes as ensuring the survival of constitu
tional parliamentary democracy in Turkey

In order to understand fully the current
situation in Turkey and to comprehend the task
of Professor Erim a brief review of the poli
tical evolution of the country imay be useful
Although considered a developing country
Turkey in its political heritag e and develop



ment has very little in common with the other
developing countries of the world A nation
Which over the centuries has established seven
teen independent states Turks are heirs to a
rich tradition of statecraft especially in the
Seljuk and Ottoman periods The roots of the
struggle for a constitutional government and
democracy lie in the events going back at
least 140 years in the history of the nation
This struggle was given a more organised form
by the Young Turks in the nineteenth century
It culminated first in the overthrow of the Mo
narchy and the establishment of the Republic
by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and later in 1945
in the establishment of a multi party democra
tic regime Loopholes in the Constitution led
to excesses toy the majority party which in
turn brought about the Revolution of May
1960

The armed forces however turned over
the administration of the country in a short
time to a civilian government once a new
Constitution was adopted Free general elec
tions were held in 1961
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Reasons for deterioration of the internal
situation to near anarchy forcing the armed
forces to intervene once again on 12 March 1971
are too complex to be summarized within the
scope of this article However it would be safe
to point out that writers of the Constitution of
1961 in their zeal to counteract the excesses
of the previous regime failed to establish pro
per safeguards against abuses of the rights
and freedoms provided by the Constitution and
created autonomous institutions without proper
matching responsibilities For example the
Constitution did not contain a provision simi
lar to Article 17 of the European Human
Rights Convention a safeguard which exists in all
modern Constitutions as a result government
authority was weakened Extremists were able

Article 17 Nothing in this Convention may
be interpreted as implying for any State
group or person any right to engage in any
activity or perform any act aimed at des
truction of any of the rights and freedoms
set forth herein or their limitation to a
greater extent than is provided for in the
Convention
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to operate freely in effect openly trying to
bring down the constitutional regime bene
fitting from the rights and freedoms accorded
to them by the Constitution

The situation which had worsened gra
dually after 1963 entered a new phase in 1 968
when student protests degenerated into armed
fights between rightist and leftist extremists
Professional agents trained armed and direc
ted from outside Turkey were able to trans
form leftist student organisations into urban
guerrilla units which carried on kidnappings
bombings and political killings Openly proclaim
ing that they were Leninist Marxist Mao
ist young terrorists with the support of some
Professors had turned some of the Universities
into Communist arsenals and strongholds pre
paring for the establishment of a Communist
People s Republic in Turkey With extreme
rightists forming para military organisations
modelled after Hitler s storm troopers and pre
paring for a Holy War against Communists
and the Government unable to control the
situation the country was on the brink of civil
war and/or a Communist take over It was at



this point that the High Command of the ar
med forces reluctantly intervened once again

Through the Memorandum of 12 March
presented to the President of the Republic to
Parliament and the Government the armed
forces drew the attention of all concerned to
the dangerous situation and called for the for
mation of an above parties government sup
ported by the Parliament and acting within the
framework of the Constitution which would re
establish law and order put an end to terro
rism and undertake at once the implementa
tion of reforms stipulated in the Constitution

In effect the armed forces were not
taking over the administration of the country
and putting an end to the parliamentary cons
titutional democracy They were warning the
politicians to make the country safe for de
mocracy

At this point one has to understand that
the Turkish armed forces are different in com
position spirit and orientation from other ar
med forces of the world Traditionally Turkish
officers have been leaders in the struggle for
progress and democracy in Turkey Most of the



Young Turks were officers the founders of
the modern Turkish Republic were officers
The Spirit of Ataturk that of progress and
Westernization ia imbued in all Turkish offi
cers The Turkish army is not a caste by itself
but a cross section of the nation Officers con
sider themselves the trustees of Ataturk s
Republic and Reforms Therefore it is natural
that when the Republic is in danger the army
steps in to defend it Thus once again in 1971
the armed forces intervened to save constitu
tional democracy in Turkey

Professor Erim formed his two succeeding
governments by democratic processes in consulta
tion with the political parties He drew mem
bers of his cabinet from the three leading parties
the Justice Party the People s Republican Party
and the Reliance Party representing 85 of the
electorate Although his governments cannot be
termed coalition governments in the normal sense
of the term he has depended on the support and
consensus of opinion of these parties

He governs with all the democratic institu
tions operating freely under the Constitution
Parliament gave a vote of confidence of 321



votes for 48 against and 5 abstentions for the
first Erim Government 301 votes for 45 against
and 3 abstention for the second Erim Govern
ment

The major achievement of Professor Erim
has been the establishment of law and order
This was mainly possible through proclamation
of Martial law in six provinces a measure stipu
lated in the Constitution Some of the terrorists
have gone underground and the main leaders are
still at large But terrorism has been stopped and
many urban guerrillas have been arrested and
brought to trial

Another important achievement has been
the adoption by Parliament of important amend
ments to the Constitution The too liberal provis
ions of the Constitution which permitted extre
mists to benefit from Constitutional guarantees
in order to undermine the Constitution itself have
been amended A new article based on Article 17
of the European Human Rights Convention is
intended as a check against abuses of rights and
freedoms

Amendments to the Penal Code and the
Associations Law will fill other loopholes which



have helped the extremists These are similar to
measures adopted in Canada against terrorism
Amendments to the Law for Political Parties and
to the Electoral Law are designed to ensure true
representative democracy and prevent abuses of
party machines

But Professor Erim considers bills to bring
about reforms in education in universities in
fiscal administration in civil administration in
the judiciary and in agriculture the main aim of
his Government These reforms envisaged by the
late Ataturk and stipulated in the Constitution
would cure ills in the social and political struct
ure of the country and take the wind out of the
sails of extremists Most of the bills are how
ready and about to be presented to Parliament
They will Jbe freely debated in both Houses but
Professor Erim has through consultation and
discussion been able to muster a consensus for
the support of these crucial bills

Erim will consider his mission completed
when the main reform bills have been adopted
and legal safeguards for tthe survival of a parlia
mentary regime have been made

This achievement will be a fitting climax
to a brilliant academic and political career Born
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in 1912 at Kandira near Istanbul Erim graduat
ed from the elite Galatasaray College and later
studied law at the University tof Istanbul He
obtained his Ph D in International Law from
the University of Paris where he also received
the certificate and diploma of the Institute for
Advanced International Studies

He started teaching at Ankara University
in 1939 and became a full professor dn 1942 He
was also at that time named Legal Adviser of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs In that capacity
he took part as a member of the Turkish Delega
tion in the United Nations Conference at San
Francisco in 1945 During the same year he was
drafted into politics and elected a member of
Parliament from his home province Later he
joined the ranks of the People s Republican Party

In 1S48 he was appointed Minister of Public
Works in which capacity he was responsible
for the establishment of the Turkish Highways
Administration along the lines of the U S Public
Roads Administration and with the assistance of
American experts In 1949 he was named Deputy
Prime Minister and was responsible for the pre
paration of the new electoral law providing
ground rules for universal suffrage and free
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elections supervised by independent judges As the
results of the first free elections in Turkey s
history in 1950 started pouring in Erim and
other members of the Government stoically
accepted the fall of their party power after nearly
thirty years

Erim was a member of the Turkish Dele
gation to the London Conference on Cyprus which
in 1956 worked for a Constitution for that island
He also represented Turkey on the European
Commission for Human Rights

In 1961 he was elected once again to Par
liament When President Sunay called on him to
form the new Government in March 1971 Erim
resigned from the People s Republican Party to
confirm his non partisan stand

A respected personality known for his
statesmanship and common sense the choice was
well received throughout Turkey The fact that
he has been an uncompromising follower of Ata
turk and at the same time a defender of parlia
mentary democracy were considered adequate
guarantees Erim has reiterated on several occa
sions that he would never govern without the
support of Parliament
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Erim has acted with courage in presenting
various bills to Parliament and in other decisions
One such decision has been his ban on opium
poppy cultivation Involving more than a million
people and affecting the social and economic
structure of seven provinces this decision was
bound to provoke bitter political opposition But
Erim is sticking to his guns He says Our deci
sion was motivated purely by humanitarian con
siderations We could not have remained indiffe
rent to the sufferings caused by kirug addiction
We had to do our share in combatting this evil
We cannot make this a bargaining matter

In his private life Erim is a devoted fa
mily man He has a son and a daughter and
three grandchildren I have a personal stake in
Turkish democracy he says I must make sure
that my grandchildren will grow up to live in a
truly democratic country





Prime Minister Erim Speaks Out
Principles of Atatiirk

Our aim is to raise Turkey to the level of
contemporary civilisation on the road traced by
Atatiirk

Book of Honour of the Atatiirk Mauso
leum March 27 1971

Our confidence is absolute in the attachment
of the Turkish youth to the principles of Ata
tiirk as well as in its constructive and crea
tive powers

Declaration on Government Programme in
the National Assembly April 2 1971

Together with secularism which we con
sider as one of the most important among Ata
tiirk a reforms development in economic and
political independence is a principle which we
cannot renounce

Declaration on Government Programme In
the Senate April 6 1971

The Government has made a definition of
Atatiirk a principles in its own programme and
has prepared this programme according to his
own understanding For us Atatlirk s principles
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are those embodied in this programme and they
should be interpreted as they are redacted in
this programme

Debate on vote of confidence in the Na
tional Assembly April 7 1971

Atatiirk s policy is an honourable policy
As of the very start we consider at a duty for
ourselves to march on the road traced by Ata
ttlrk If we succeed within our own means to
help Turkey take a few steps toward the target
and ideal foreseen by Atattirk we shall consi
der ourselves as having rendered service to our
country

Debate on vote of confidence in the Na
tional Assembly April 7 1971

We have witnessed considerable diver
gences from AtatUrk s principles and more spe
cially from secularism It is most deplorable that
this is a fact

Interview with the correspondent of La
Tribune de Geneve June 18 1971

International Relations

The fact that we look upon certain prob
lems from a different angle than the United
States should be considered as a normal conse
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quence of our friendship based on mutual under
standing and sincerity as the best proof of its
stability and as the result of the political con
cept of the western world to which the two
countries belong

Government Programme presented to the
National Assembly April 2 1971

As a member of the United Nations we
shall conform with the decisions of this Organi
zation concerning the Middle East conflict We
are in favour of impartiality

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 23 1971

I am convinced that Atatiirk founded the
Turkish Republic as a State directed toward
western civilisation Turkey must take part in
the unification movement of Europe In my
opinion the political aspect of the problem is
as important as and perhaps more so than its
economic aspect

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 23 1971

Turkey will continue its membership in
the NATO Under its existing conditions the
best means of assuring the security of Turkey
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is to remain in a common defence system For
the moment Turkey cannot adopt a policy of
non alignment

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 23 1971

International security rests today on two
groupings of States There exists an inevitable
mutual tie among the nations Turkey today is
as independent as a nation can be

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Figaro May 29 1971

I have always made the following point
clear In the Middle Bast conflict Turkey
should always remain neutral and strictly so
between the two parties such an attitude on
her part should contribute to finding a solution
to this conflict

Interview with the correspondent of La
Tribune de Geneve June 18 1971

Cyprus Problem

Turkey is determined today as ever to
defend her own security and that of her brethren
in Cyprus with all the means at her disposal in
case of new aggression by the Greek Cypriot
Administration against the rights of the Turkish
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Cypriot Community established through agree
ments

Government Programme presented to the
National Assembly April 2 1971

We shall support our brethren in Cyprus
Every kind of fait accompli against their rights
will immediately receive from us the reply it
deserves

Declaration on Government Programme in
the Senate April 4 1971

Greece as well as the Greeks in Cyprus
are perfectly aware that offence against the
rights of Turkish Cypriots and all acts of violence
directed against them will move 3 million Turks
into action

Declaration on Government Programme in
the Senate April 4 1971

We shall continue with our policy of sup
porting our brothers in Cyprus and protecting
them against all aggression on their rights

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 23 1971

Opium Problem

Indeed Turkey has not remained a stran
ger to the development of the problem of narcotic
drugs to the international agreements made in
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this matter since the beginning of the 20th cen
tury and to the work of the United Nations On
the contrary she has joined in the agreements
and has taken decisions to end this disaster

Statement June 30 1971

It is certain that a smuggler s gang orga
nized on an international scale constitutes a
political and economic problem for Turkey They
will not be permitted to play around with the
prestige of our country any further

Statement June 30 1971

The Turkish villager also naturally feels
bitter against this problem created by the smugg

lers Who make millions from the back of our
farmers All Turkish citizens also feel a moral
pain because our country is blamed for the
smuggling which is poisoning world youth

Statement June 30 1971

We cannot allow Turkey s supreme inte
rests and the prestige of our nation to be further
shaken Our Government has decided to apply a
clear and firm solution It forbids completely the
planting of poppies

Statement June 30 19711
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Furthermore in order to replace the
income lost by farmers and to provide them other
means of earning a living long term investments
will be made in the region Until these invest
ments give fruit villagers will continue to be
given compensation

Statement June 30 1971

Economy

We consider mixed economy as the best
means for the development of Turkey We strongly
reject the mentality that considers private enter
prise and private gain a theft We do not dwell
on the ownership of an enterprise What we lay
greater emphasis on is in whose hands the en
terprise can prove most productive

Talk with businessmen August 21 1971

A country will continue to develop as long
as It can establish a balance between labour
capital and enterprise

Talk with labour representatives August
22 1971

As a government we would like to reach
a point whereby we will be able to solve the
economic problems of our country not only to
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the satisfaction of workers and employers by
regulating relations between the Government
and the workers or through a tripartite agree
ment among Government workers and employers
if we succeed later in realizing it but also to
benefit national interests as a Whole and to
cooperate in the conduct of affairs for this
purpose We have to start from this point in order
to achieve our ultimate aim

Talk with labour representatives August
22 1971

In a country like ours which is governed
by a democratic system we should exercise
mutual support before our national problems are
determined by the Government alone and the
results we reach should not represent the inte
rests of one class or one group but those provi
ding for the balanced order of our national inte
rests

Talk with labour representatives August
22 1971

Terrorist Actions

because these organisations do not really
want democratic order to reign in Turkey and
that human rights and freedoms to survive in
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this country They do not want the basic prin
ciples mentioned in the preamble of the 1961
Constitution to be implemented and Turkey to
exist in a free democratic order No they do
not want it They openly declare it and say that
they will reverse it and replace it with a Marxist
Leninist Maoist order Whatever reform I may
bring in shall not suffice to stop it

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

Everyone should understand once and for
all that there is no question of returning to the
period before March 12 that is over This Turkey
will be a different one looking forward Free
democratic order will continue the secular
Republic will survive and we shall not fall again
into a situation like the 12th of March

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

The Turkish State is an indivisible entity
with its land and people We say You can not
use the recognized rights and freedoms in order
to destroy it I believe no one who calls himself
a Turk will refute this

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971



To carry out continuous and systematic
insinuations to undermine or to help undermine
the integrity of the Turkish Republic and the free
democratic order on which our State is based
will eventually bear the consequence of wearing
out the foundation of this State

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

We should always think thus The essen
tial point is the survival of the Turkish State
the indivisibility of the Turkish Nation and
above all not to permit a tiny handful of the
minority to lay their hands on the rights recog
nized for all citizens through this fair Constitu
tion

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 13
1971

Democracy too has the right to defend
itself against attacks directed toward it not only
in words but also in action

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 13
1971

sThose responsible for the fate of a State
shall prevent the dismemberment and destruction
of this State and will never allow it

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 13
1971
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In any case we shall not allow Turkey to
become a country were anarchists and terrorists
will play havoc freely We are determined to
prevent it

Those who indulge in terrorist activities
in Turkey do not hide their aim of demolishing
the regime by use of force and establishing a
Marxist Leninist Maoist system Our attitude
towards them is inspired by article 17 of the
European Convention of Human Rights This
Convention declares that no one may trample
these rights under foot

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 23 1971

Education Universities

I believe that the reason why Turkey
could somehow not complete her modernization
since the days of iSelim III is because she has
not been able to choose the right path in

Declaration following the murder of the
Consul General of Israel in Istanbul
May 21 1971

Declaration in the Senate April 7 1971
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In countries like ours equality in educa
tion on a vast scale could only be established by
providing a profession for young people at the
utmost within eight years

Declaration in the Senate April 7 1971

One of the special drawbacks of Turkey
that needs to be corrected today is the belief
that culture science and art are somehow limited
to the cities of Ankara Istanbul and Izmir It
is only through extending them to different
parts of the country that we can achieve wide
spread development

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June
12 1971

The students and members of the teach
ing staff in the universities in Turkey are when
compared with other countries composed in the
great majority of people with high regard for
the national interests of the country aloof to
ward extremist currents and fully aware of the
requirements of their responsibilities

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June
12 1971

I want us in this field of financial auto
nomy to think of measures which will provide
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greater freedom of action for our universities
This point has already been taken in hand in
the reforms concerning National Education and
Higher Education the preparation of Which is
underway

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June
12 1971

A member of the teaching staff occupy
ing a chair in the University can analyze objec
tively all doctrines and all thoughts from a
scientific angle but he cannot use the university
chair as a means of brainwashing the 22 to 23
year old young people Our universities are State
universities Because they are State universities
one should always keep in view the basic prin
ciples of our Constitution

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June
12 1971

To safeguard the freedom of the Univer
sities it is essential to re enforce the organs
of the Universities by appropriate measures
Otherwise measures taken outside the Univer
sity will not yield the expected results and they
will cause strong reactions

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June
20 1971
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The fact that Turkey has not been able
to solve her education problem is in my opinion
the main reason for her tardiness in economic
and social progress

Declaration at the Burdur Garrison
July 29 1971

Reforms

If for example I am faced in Parliement
with obstruction against reforms I will follow
the course prescribed in the Constitution and
retire from office

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 29 1971

We are obliged to speed up reforms
because there in not much time left but as the
Turkish proverb goes this is not a dyeing bowl
into which we can dip cloth and take it out
already dyed thus solving the problem We need
a little time for it

Interview with the PubliK March 1971

Do yo want ime to summarize imy prog
ramme for you It is to set up and to make
reforms

Interview with to the Publik March 1971
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We have to keep pace with progress
Industrialization is an absolute necessity We
have to build our heavy industry and get rid of
assembling practice We must in any case lay
the foundations for heavy industry

Talk with journalists March 23 1971

We cannot give up land reform Land
reform is one of the mo3t important problems of
Turkey But no one thinks depriving a person
of his property at almost no cost for the sake
of achieving reform

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 9
1971

In our country land reform the agricultu
ral reform is not solely a question of increasing
production Even imore it is not only a social
question either In other words it is not simply
a matter of giving land to the landless There
are some regions of our country where two or
three thousand hectares of land together with
villages and people within its boundary belong
to one person In the age in which we live this
is above all a situation contrary to human
rights It must necessarily be eliminated

Declaration on vote of confidence In the
National Assembly April 7 1971
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Our Government may not have time to
carry these reforms to the end But we would
like to initiate and plan them in such a way that
the Governments which will succeed us can find
no other alternative than to carry on and not
to draw back or stop them

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

We shall implement land reform in the
direction designated by the 1061 Constitution and
under guarantee of the said Constitution We
shall realize it by pooling our endeavours with
the efforts of our experts and those of foreign
experts who have been successful in this field

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

Social problems are never one sided
They cannot be solved by a single imeasure But
there are certain measures which will bring a
solution to the core of the question the rest is
only the detail We look upon reforms from this
point of view

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

I am convinced that if while maintaining
peace and tranquility through martial law and
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legal measures we implement these reforms
fully and without concession our country will
never again be driven to the brink of such a
dangerous precipice and our armed forces will
never again toe obliged to save the country from
such a fate

Declaration at the Burdur Garrison
July 29 1971

If we do not want to see Turkey return
to the days before March 12 we must not delay
for one day not even for one hour in the reali
zation of reforms

Declaration in Parliament September 23
1971

Constitution Parliament Administration

We are convinced that the aim of law
the Constitution and legislation is not to de
molish a State or a society but to make it
live in peace and tranquility

Radio TV talk on Children s Day April 22
1971

It is high time as much for the Govern
ment as for Parliament to overhaul themselves
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and to realize in a joint effort what the nation
and the country expect from the Government
and Parliament

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

Persons and organs under no control
commit errors these errors grow larger as
long as such an uncontrolled state continues
and they transform into offences Therefore as
long as Parliament will establish close control
over us we shall be all the more happy

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

The fact that the President of the
Republic has entrusted me with the duty of
forming the Government is in line with democracy
and the Constitution

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

Our women are in effect brought up in
such a way as to compete with even to surpass
men in every field As AtatUrk has declared
a society where women do not take part in the
social and economic life is bound to remain in
complete

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971
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Everyone should acquire the right of
speech in politics from the first year of primary
school

Interview with the correspondent of the
Publik March 1971

The changes that we hope to introduce
are of a nature to re enforce and maintain the
19 61 Constitution in order perpetuate our secu
lar and democratic Republic based on human
rights

Declaration on vote of confidence in the
National Assembly April 7 1971

No one should have the right or the pos
sibility to establish a class dictatorship in Tur
key by using the provisions of the Constitution
as a stepping stone or to drive it back into the
depths of the Middle Ages

Radio TV talk on the Constitution May 27
1971

Our Republic is a secular Republic If
therefore you introduce a religious or sectarian
quarrel to it its secular character will be spoilt
and in addition the integrity of the State as a
nation will be exposed to danger

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971
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Everyone is bound by loyalty to the
Constitution and when we say everyone this
includes the man in private business the pro
fessor the judge the employee in the radio tele
vision the politician etc

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

In our view the right to form unions
belongs to the employers and to the employees
Officials who are not qualified as workers may
form professional associations There is nothing
to hinder them but they cannot form unions

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

It is imperative to keep the supreme in
terests of the State in view to furnish true in
formation and to apply the principle of impar
tiality toward all associations and organizations
whether public or private

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

It is essential naturally that TRT Tur
kish Radio Television Organization should re
main over and above all inter party disputes
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observe objectivity and bring the occurences to
the attention of the public opinion and the citi
zens with complete impartiality

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

TRT ia the voice of the Turkish State
of the Turkish nation It should observe strict
impartiality in its broadcasts but it should also
accomplish its duty of enhancing the develop
ment of Turkish culture and art This in my
opinion is the principal task of TRT

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

The Turkish TRT in the service of the
Turkish State and nation must work in the di
rection of the supreme interests of the country

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

Democracies today are democracies based
on public opinion No matter what you inscribe
in the laws and the Constitution if public opinion
does not own and control them they are bound
to remain on paper If in a country the public
opinion claims ownership over rights if it
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controls responsible people all will work well and
without difficulty

Radio TV talk on the Constitution June 8
1971

Constitutions are not inanimated systems
They live together with the nation which cons
titutes the State whose basic principles they re
gulate They are not dogmatic and do not retain
their initial form during the course of happy
and unhappy stages through Which this nation
has passed and will pass for years In every
country amendments are made in the Constitu
tion when such is deemed necessary articles are
added or deleted certain measures are softenc d
and others are re enforced

Radio TV talk on the Constitution
July 20 1971

The common sense of our citizens and
the national conscience shall toe the sole judge
For future developments it is useful to clarify
the present thoughts and attitudes of all those
concerned and responsible This is a good prac
tice of democracy

Radlo TV talk on the Constitution
July 20 1971
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A State in which laws are fearlessly
trampled under foot cannot be called a State in
the true sense of the word The Turkish nation
is one that has always known how to form strong
and organized States and to make them survive
throughout the ages of history

Reading of the Government Programme in
the National Assembly April 2 1971

It is because we have not known how to
lubricate the machine that the ball bearings of
the engine of democracy have been burnt My
aim is to establish regular contact and solidarity
with the party leaders in order to protect the
engine from burning

Interview with the Editor of Milliyet
April 4 1971

When speaking of the left In Turkey
one should always make a distinction The left
of the centre the social democracy is under the
guarantee of the Constitution and the law today
as ever But both the Constitution and the law
prohibit communism and the extreme left

Declaration to the French Radio TV
June 6 1971
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People talk differently when they are in
the opposition than when they are in power

Declaration on Gouvernment Programme
in Parliament April 5 1971

It is not right to claim that Turkey is
governed by the Army because there cannot
exist a Parliament freely elected and composed
of different parties in a State governed by the
Army

Declaration to the French Radio TV
May 30 1971

I am in favour of a Parliamentary system
and that is all But if a country is faced with an
extraordinary situation a serious crisis there
will naturally foe need for exceptional measures

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Monde April 24 1971

It will be sufficient if our political parties
show as much understanding as our ordinary
citizens do we ask for no more

Talk with journalists July 1 1971

I would like to point out as well that in
modern democracies the hand of the statesman
should always feel the pulse of the public opinion
Our greatest force will be to see conscientious
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responsible distinguished and intelligent people
by our side

Radio TV talk on the Constitution
July 15 1971

I do not think either that there will be a
Parliament which will dare to offer communism

Declaration in the Senate September 13
1971

If supposing I have fallen under the inf
luence of certain circles have all the four politi
cal groups and Parliament also been under Inf
luence Have the four big parties lost their
minds We must give up such criticism and such
attitudes

Declaration in the Senate September 13
1971

Modification in the Constitution will not
solve everything Amendment of the Constitution
will lead the way to the promulgation of a series
of new laws The Government will now exert all
its effort to prepare these laws

Talk with businessmen August 21 1971

Our Constitution is open to social democ
racy and democratic socialism But this should
not be against free democratic order Kemalist



nationalism and private enterprise Our Consti
tution is closed to Marxism Leninism and Mao
ism under the name of scientific socialism It
also interdicts fascism

Declaration on the Constitution in Parlia
ment September 5 1971

Constitutions are not rigid and frozen
things They live together with the nation and
lead a dynamic existence like the nation like the
life of a nation

Declaration in Parliament September 6
1971

The basis of our Constitution is free
democratic order iKemalist nationalism mixed
economy private ownership and private enterp
rise Social State social democracy and democ
ratic socialism not in contradiction with these
principles will certainly survive in Turkey What
is prohibited is an attitude which leads to Marx
ism Leninism Maoism or anarchy under the
name of scientific socialism with a view to estab

lishing the domination of one class over the
other

Declaration in the National Assembly
September 6 1971
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The extreme left is revolutionist For
example it refuses to accept the Parliamentary
democracy established by free election and based
on the European Declaration on Human Rights

Interview with the correspondent of Le
Figaro May 29 1971

I will not be the head of a Government in
contradiction to the desire of Parliament

Interview with the correspondent of La
Tribune de Geneve June 18 1971

Democracy never comes too early this
is a lesser evil And now that we have owned
democracy what can we replace it with In
spite of all Turkey of 1971 with all her difficul
ties is in a situation preferable to that of 1945

Interview with the correspondent of La
Tribune de Geneve June 18 1971

March 12 has provided us the opportunity
to ward off the excesses of one extreme as well
as the other or of both

Interview with the correspondent of La
Tribune de Geneve June 18 1971

Turkey can be modernized by the support
of a Parliament in working order But we shall
be an inseparable part of the European Com
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munity only when we create a contemporary
Turkey

Interview with the Publik March 1971

Meanwhile there is a limit to autonomy
just as there is a limit to everything

Declaration in the Senate September 14
1971

In some of our institutions autonomy is
murdered in the name of autonomy

Declaration in the Senate September 14
1971

I am not a narrow minded person like
some people I am not a man who persists until
the end of his life on what he has once said
because he considers it as a doctrine

Declaration in the Senate September 14
1971

The Government has only one desire and
that is to leave the conditions of March 12 be
hind in order to return to the normal and to
see the State continue on its way

Declaration in the National Assembly
September 23 1971
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Armed Forces

We are determined to eliminate all extra
structural factors that cause uneasiness to the
Turkish Armed Forces the principal guarantee
of our independent Republic and of our national
existence and integrity and the basic element of
our national defence power

Reading of the Government Programme In
the National Assembly April 2 1971

As you know our Government has assu
med power as a result of action taken by the
Turkish Armed Forces emerging out of the heart
of the Turkish nation and reflecting the desire
of all our citizens This desire will save our co
untry from anarchy and fraternal quarrel

Radio TV talk on Children s Day April 22
1971

Turkish soldiers Turkish commanders do
not like to mix in politics Although there have
been times when they intervened in politics these
have always been for adjusting deviations and
for reminding us of the need to return to the
right path The right path for Turkey is the one
outlined by Atatiirk and the reforms envisaged
by him

Declaration to French Radio TV June 6
1971
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Turkey cannot live under martial law
forever It should not This is not the main task
of the army it is to prepare the defence of the
country and to direct its efforts to that end

Radio TV talk on theiConstitution June 8
1971

Our country is really going through a test
and a new stage Today as in the past our suc
cess in going through this stage will depend in
great measure and above all on the vigilance of
our army and more specially of our officers of
all ranks toward the course of civilisation and
Kemalist nationalism and on their sense of duty

Declaration at the Giilhane Military Medi
cal Academy June 19 1971

The victory of Turkey in the civilisation
contest in the struggle for liberation depends
above all and in the first place on the vigilance
of the Turkish officers

Declaration at the Giilhane Military Medi
cal Academy June 19 1971

No matter from where the danger may
come it will certainly be faced at the last minute
by the Turkish armed forces So long as the
Turkish armed forces and particularly our offi
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cers remain as nationalists and conscientious
intellectuals loyaL to their country and to the
Kemalist regime interlocked in friendship and
under a faultlessly functioning chain of command
I am convinced that no danger from within or
without can find any occasion to cause destruction
to Turkey

Declaration to Officers in the Burdur
Garrison July 29 1971
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